The Rest is Silence

In rural England, a young male body is washed up from a river: forensic examination reveals
he has been abused and murdered. The accidental discovery that a reclusive maths tutor who
lives in the nearby village of Rendcomb is actually a convicted paedophile leads the police, led
by a downtrodden Inspector Sauerwine, to take a close interest. When five decaying bodies
are found down a well in his garden, the obvious conclusions are drawn and the man is
arrested. Helena Flemming is called in as his solicitor, but she is already busy on another case
and asks Dr John Eisenmenger to stand in for her. Once in Rendcomb, Eisenmenger discovers
there is a much wider problem, more grotesque than he could have imagined. It seems the
small village is not so idyllic as it would appear on the surface and dark secrets reside where
you would least expect them. Helena, meanwhile, is also confronting some unexpected
dangers of her own, as witnesses willing to testify for her violent client prove elusive. With an
elderly cleaning lady, Mrs Christmas, as his guide, and a firm belief that the maths tutor is not
a murderer, Eisenmenger begins to unpick the Rendcomb case, but doing so quickly becomes
fraught with peril and his safety cannot be guaranteed... The Rest is Silence is a gripping
forensic thriller that balances intriguing characters with an unpredictable plot and medical
precision. Praise for Keith McCarthy: ‘Pathologist McCarthy creates a dark, densely
imagined world in the demanding tradition of P. D. James … he peoples it with characters who
truly inspire pity and terror, and provides the most unsparing post-mortem ever.’ - Kirkus
Reviews ‘A whodunit in the classical mould mixes the story of a man coping with the scars of
his past and the wounds of the present … McCarthy handles his material with real brio.’ Crime Time Keith McCarthy was born in Croydon, Surrey. Educated at Dulwich College and
then at St George’s Hospital Medical School, he began practising pathology in 1985 and has
done so ever since. Keith is a Consultant Histopathologist in Gloucestershire where he lives
with his wife and three daughters. Endeavour Press is the UKs leading independent digital
publisher. For more information on our titles please sign up to our newsletter at
www.endeavourpress.com. Each week you will receive updates on free and discounted
ebooks. Follow us on Twitter: @EndeavourPress and on Facebook via
http://on.fb.me/1HweQV7. We are always interested in hearing from our readers. Endeavour
Press believes that the future is now.
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http://j.mp/SF63qF Don t miss the Bella Todd: Theatre company dreamthinkspeak has cut,
spliced, sped up and slowed down Shakespeares tragedy. But unlike most remixes, - 2 min Uploaded by Synetic TheaterMarch 13, 2014 through April 6, 2014 Directed by Paata
Tsikurishvili After our 10th The Rest Is Silence is a 1959 West German crime film directed
by Helmut Kautner. It was entered into the 9th Berlin International Film Festival.
Cast[edit].There appear to be multiple ways of reading this sentence, depending on how you
interpret the context of rest and silence. Hamlet has been Its a deliciously ambiguous line.
Heres the entire speech: > O, I die, Horatio The potent poison quite oer-crows my spirit: I
cannot live to hear the news from Hamlets final words are, The rest is silence. What does he
mean by this? Is there more than one meaning? And how does it relate to his thoughts in the
To be The Rest is Silence, dreamthinkspeak, , at the Northern Stage, In Oscar Wildes The
Critic as Artist (1890-91), one discussant says: In point of The Rest Is Silence, Hamlet kills
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Claudius avenging his fathers death but leaving him with no more vengeance to seek which he
felt was his The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark is a revenge tragedy by William
Shakespeare, .. Hamlet, scene ii variant, from the First Folio: The rest is silence. - 4 min Uploaded by MovieclipsHamlet movie clips: http:///1yzho0O BUY THE MOVIE:
http://j.mp/SF63qF Don t miss the Every great young actor should get his shot at Hamlet. The
Dane is the tragical crown jewel, the great emo star-maker. Its to Synetics credit that The
Rest is Silence, dreamthinkspeak, 29 June 2012, at the Northern The arboreal scene of Old
Hamlets murder appeared, projected onto dreamspeakthinks latest piece achieves the near
Herculean task of bringing something fresh to a play that has been constantly and Oh God,
Horatio, what a damaged reputation Im leaving behind me, as no one knows the So tell him
that, given the recent events here—oh, the rest is silence.
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